


PILLOW TALK MOBILE PILLOW
Flexible...useful...comfortable
Versatile and flexible, the PILLOW TALK MOBILE PILLOW
provides custom support and a comfortable hands-free
way to use a cell phone! WATCH NOW

Relieve neck and shoulder stress with the Pillow Talk Mobile Pillow. Filled with soft micro-beads, the pillow will mold and form to the 

shape of each user's neck, providing customized support for each.

Variety of uses

Wrap around neck

when sitting or lying in bed

Super Flexible ...
Position as needed

Provides lower

back/lumbar support

Freestanding option

Over 56 inches long, the PILLOW TALK MOBILE PILLOW can twist and 
bend into any shape. Unlike any other neck-pillow on the market, users 
can customize support for neck, shoulders and head & use cell phone at 
the same time!

Vertebrae like

construction allows for 

maximum flexibility and will 

make a quiet "popping" 

noise went bent.

Push the bottom right-hand side 
to release cell phone holder. 

Center phone on base and gently 
squeeze sides in until they can 
no longer move. You will hear a 
clicking sound as sides move.

Open the base stand flipping
the legs up and out.

Flexible...useful...comfortable

08.00

Max 3.75"

Wide

Compatible size

Max 0.75"

Thickness
Key Features

Uber twistable internal 
structure allows user to 
personalize support while 
sturdy construction keeps 
cellphone in place.

Cover is made from a super soft & 
highly durable velvet like material.

Micro-beads will form & 
contour to users neck for 
maximum comfort.

Cover can be hand washed in cold 
water, hang to dry. To clean cell 
phone holder, wipe with damp cloth 
and dry thoroughly. Do not wash 
micro-bead body.

Color Options
PILLOW TALK MOBILE PILLOW
$19.00
LOT  1     CTN  6
Size: φ4" h57"
Outer cover: 90% polyester, 10% polyurethane
Inner cover: 92% polyester, 8% polyurethane
Micro-beads: polystyrene resin
Core pipe: polyacetal
Cell phone holder: ABS resin

BLACK

PINK

GREY

REDNAVY
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Bonfire
Bluetooth
Speaker

Bonfire Bluetooth Speaker has a small handle 

at the top for easy carrying and hanging. Two 

fingers will fit comfortably through the hook. 

The indentation at the top keeps speaker 

stabilized when hung!

Push the "on" button once and ignite the LED 

bonfire like flame light. Push the "on" button a 

second time and LED will illuminate a consistent 

yellow orange light.

Circular speaker construction provides high

quality 360° surround sound.

Use with confidence in the bathroom, other 

damp or dusty environments and outside!

IP65 Certified (International Protection)

recognized standard for determining both 

water & dust resistance.

Internal rechargeable lithium-ion battery takes 

approximately 4 hours to charge.

Run time for speaker + light= 7 hours

Run time for light only= 30 hours

Simply push the on/off Bluetooth button and

the speaker will automatically search for

surrounding devices.

Easy to carry & Easy to hang Two ways to illuminate!

360 Surround Sound

Water & Dust ProofInternal Rechargeable Battery

Easy to connect Bluetooth

Push to rewind/
Hold to lower

volume

Play/Pause Push to fast
foward/ Hold to
increase volume

Light
ON/OFF

Bluetooth
ON/OFF

When light & music come together, 
good times are around the corner. 
Ideal for any location, the Bonfire 
Bluetooth Speaker is perfect for 
everyone...everywhere!

IP65 Certified means the Bonfire 
Bluetooth Speaker can be used in wet 
or damp environments. Relax with your 
favorite tunes!

The Bonfire Bluetooth Speaker is ideal 
for the great outdoors. Take it to the 
beach, the mountains, wherever the 
adventure takes you!

Simultaneously enjoy 
light & music

Bathroom/Spa Outdoors

The Bluetooth word mark and logo are registered trademarks and are owned by 
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. "SPICE CO., LTD." uses these marks and logos under license.

w4.5" d4.5" h8.5"

Product Options
Wherever your journey takes you...
Enjoy music and peaceful light along the way!

Type-B USB charger (included). 

Red light indicates charging, blue 

means fully charged!

Package

BLACK WHITE KHAKI

BONFIRE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
$35.00
LOT  1     CTN  20
Power supply: DC 5V 600mA (USB rechargeable)

Speaker size: diameter 2 inch

Maximum output power: 5W

Connection: Bluetooth 5.0

Compatible profile: A2DP, AVRCP

Maximum communication range: approx. 10m

Specified frequency band: 2.4GHz band 
(2.402GHz ~ 2.480GHz)

Rechargeable battery (built-in): 
Lithium-ion rechargeable battery

Charging time: approx. 4 hours

Run time: 
Light + speaker = 7 hours
Light only = 30 hours 

Size: approx. φ3.6" h7.5"

Weight: approx. 1.2 lbs

Material: ABS resin

Protective structure: IP65 (dust and water resistant)

Accessories: USB cable for charging (Micro USB Type-B)

WATCH NOW
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Tranquility 
Sound
Machine

WATCH NOW

Create a healing & restful space with natural sounds
Ever climb into bed, only to lie there wishing you could fall asleep?
Avoid sleepless nights with the Tranquility Sound Machine. The calming & soothing sound options of the Tranquility Sound Machine can 
mask irritating noises that interrupt sleep, protecting peaceful & restful sleep. Furthermore, the sounds can also help you fall back to sleep 
more easily if woken up!

Listen to your favorite music with the 
built-in wireless Bluetooth speaker

Customize your own sound mix

Sleep timer

*Speaker cannot be used simultaneously with white noises.

Whether sleeping, taking a nap, relaxing or concentrating on 
work, the Tranquility Sound Machine has a timer that can play 
all night/day or automatically turn off in 30, 60 or 90 minutes.

Complete with 8 sounds, users can mix two or more together for a completely unique experience. 
Headphone jack allows user to listen in private.

Bluetooth
ON/OFF

Push to lower
volume/Hold

to rewind

Push to increase
volume/Hold

to fast forward
Sleep Timer

Power
ON/OFF

Personal Space Meditation & relaxation
Me time

Sleep support at 
your finger tips

Nap & bedtime for infants
Feel like you're working 
in a lively coffee shop and 
cancel out other noise 
distractions.

Make a mindful connection between 
heart, soul and nature while meditating 
or when relaxing after a taxing day.

Weighing approximately 400 grams, 
the Tranquility Sound Machine 
is easy to take to the office, on 
business trips or when vacationing. 

Soothing womb-like sounds from 
nature will make infants feel calm 
and sleep better.

Sound Recommendations

Always get a good
night's rest!

8 unique sounds
Cafe noise Rain

Bird PastureThunder Wave

Wind Open-air fire
Sounds like you're in a 
busy cafe

The sound of rain hitting 
the ground 

The echoing sound of 
birds chirping in the 
forest

Enjoy the sounds of the 
great outdoors.

Thunderstorm sounds 
that make you feel the 
grandeur of nature 

The sound of gentle 
restless waves 

The sounds of a 
meadow with the wind 
blowing through 

The warm sound of a 
crackling fire 

Product Options
Create & customize a soothing
sleep environment

*The Bluetooth trademark can ONLY be used by a member of 
the Bluetooth SIG and for a properly declared product.

Headphone
jack

USB Port
(Type-C)

Package
w215 d85 h130

TRANQUILITY SOUND MACHINE
$35.00
LOT  1     CTN  20
Power: DC5V/2.0A (use by connecting USB)

Connection: Bluetooth 4.2

Maximum communication range: approx. 10m

Size: approx. W 185mm, H 75mm, D 75mm

Weight: approx. 400g

Accessories: USB cable 1.5m (Type-C)

WOODGRAINWHITE

KHAKI
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Package

Cooling  Masks  for  the  whole  family!
Face masks have become a necessary accessory for adults & kids. Wearing a mask can be hot, so we've 
created masks from breathable cooling fabric, that also provides protection from the suns harmful rays. 
Cooling property is activated by wetting the mask, wringing out excess water and then shaking the 
mask. Used wet or dry, Cooling Masks provide SPF50! Available in two sizes, each pack contains two 
Cooling Masks.
Stay safe & cool all year long!

Stay really breezy with
a Cooling Mask & W Fan

How to use:

1. Thoroughly wet mask
2. Wring out excess water
3. Shake to shape

To determine which size is best, measure from ear to tip of nose. 
*This is just a recommendation and sizing will differ per person.

SFVZ2069LBN
ICE BLUE & NAVY

SFVZ2079SPW
ICE PINK & WHITE

SFVZ2119LPW
PINK

SFVZ2069SBN
ICE BLUE & NAVY

SFVZ2109LNW
NAVY

SFVZ2079LPW
ICE PINK & WHITE

SMALL
SIZE

Cooling Mask w/SPF 
2pc Set Small Size

$4.50
LOT　5 set CTN　100 set

Cooling Mask w/SPF 
2pc Set Regular Size

$4.50
LOT　5 set CTN　100 set

Sizing:

4"

5"

Small Size

Regular Size

4.3"

5"

4.5"

5.1"

PLEASE NOTE: This is NOT a medical-grade mask and is not intended as a replacement for medical-grade equipment or other 
recommended measures to stop the community spread of any viruses, including social distancing, washing your hands and refraining from 
touching your face.

REGULAR
SIZE
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Super  Light   Hook  Collapsible  Umbrella HAPPY  CLEAR   Umbrella

Utilitarian Hook:

Skeleton carbon fiber structure 
will not bend when umbrella is 
turned inside out, unlike other 
collapsible umbrellas.

Easy to open & close, the durable 
hook allows umbrella to securely 
attach to any bag or loop.

While "more is better " may be true when we talk about money or dessert, it is not the case when we 
think about how much stuff we carry around everyday in our bag, purse, backpack...etc. With the growing 
popularity of a minimalist lifestyle, many of us are unloading our stuff, and traveling with the less is more 
attitude. Based on this shift in thinking, we created the Super Light Hook Collapsible Umbrella. Weighing 
less than a cell phone and made with a carbon fiber skeleton, the Light Hook
Umbrella is sure to become a travel essential for everyone.

The perfect umbrella for the minimalist in all of us!

Super Light Hook Collapsible 
Umbrella

$13.00
LOT　2 CTN　48
φ 33.5"  h20.5"
Collapsible: φ 1.4" h10"
Package: w1.4" d1.4" h10"
Material: Polyster

HHLZ2000GY
GREY

HHLZ2000NY
NAVY

HHLZ2000OR
ORANGE

爪や指を挟まない
ネイルガード付き

グラスファイバー骨

$ 6.50

φ 39" h 32"

Brighten-up rainy days with our Happy Clear Umbrellas.  Featuring a 
larger diameter, these umbrellas will help to keep everyone drier on 
the rainiest of days.  Made from premium-quality materials including: 
polyethylene, steel and fiberglass, makes them stronger than the 
average umbrella.  Comes with a special guard to protect fingers and 
nails when opening and closing.
Measures: 39" diameter x 32" length 

Stylish and built to last vinyl umbrellas are a 
year-round essential.

HHLG2010
LEAF BOTANICAL 

HHLG2020
WAVE

Reflective border

WATCH NOW

WATCH NOW
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HHLG5020WH
Border White

HHLG5030BK
Word Black

HHLG5020NY
Border Navy

HHLG5030WH
Word White

HHLG5040
Cloud

HHLG6030
Be Happy

HHLG6040
Jungle

HHLG7020
Marine

HHLG7040
Hello, Good-bye

HHLG7050
Speech Bubble

HHLG7010
Botanicals

HHLG6010
Prism

Patterns of red and blue stripes, diagonal lines, 
and dots embellish this clear umbrella with 
the words: Hello, Goodbye, Sunny and Rainy 
printed a top.

Blue and white caption bubbles filled with fun 
words adorn this clear and striped umbrella for 
an amusing look. 

Succulents and cactus adorn this clear umbrella, 
sure to make your walk in the rain feel sunny.  
Printed on clear umbrella with green, yellow and 
white images.

Red, royal blue and turquoise triangles create 
a fun, geometric pattern on clear ground.

Patterned stripes of navy and white decorate 
this clear umbrella with the addition of the line 
“Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain” around 
the border.

Patterned stripes of grey and white decorate 
this clear umbrella with the addition of the line 
“Listen to the rhythm of the falling rain” around 
the border.

A hip and cool black print of inspirational words 
adorn this clear umbrella. The words are so 
positive you may want to use it even if it isn’t 
raining!

A hip and cool white print of inspirational words 
adorn this clear umbrella. The words are so 
positive you may want to use it even if it isn’t 
raining!

Created to look like real denim, this umbrella 
features naïve, outdoorsy type drawings with 
lots of positive words printed all over, perfect 
for a gloomy day.

Take a walk in the "Jungle" not the rain, with 
this umbrella! Printed with a variety of green 
colors, this leafy print will sure to please any 
plant lover.

This nautical themed umbrella is decked-out 
with white anchors, waves, octopus and more 
seafaring images. Ahoy matie! 

White puffy clouds and blue raindrops decorate 
this clear umbrella. Written along the border 
are the words, “Without the rain there would be 
no rainbow”.

Where style meets function.
Our elegantly curved frame Happy Clear Dome Umbrellas have a soft feminine silhouette. 
The large dome provides lots of headroom, keeping you dry from your head past your 
shoulders.  Made from clear vinyl, you can always see where you are going.  All original, 
colorful textured designs adorn each piece, perfect for adults of all ages. Available in three 
geometric patterns: Block, Stripe and Cloud.  Made from premium-quality umbrella fabric, 
polyethylene, fiberglass.  Comes with a special guard to protect fingers and nails when 
opening and closing. 

Happy  Clear  DOME  Umbrella  

HHLG7110
Happy Clear Dome 
Umbrella Block

$7.00
Min Qty  12 CTN　36

v(g42337*QLTTTl(V
φ 33.07" h33.86"

HHLG7120
Happy Clear Dome 
Umbrella Stripe

$7.00
Min Qty  12 CTN　36

v(g42337*QMKKKn(X
φ 33.07" h33.86"

HHLG7130
Happy Clear Dome 
Umbrella Cloud

$7.00
Min Qty  12 CTN　36v(g42337*QMKKLk(U
φ 33.07" h33.86"

Pink framework

Perfect for little hands.  Our clear vinyl umbrellas allow for good visibility on the rainiest of days!  Durable 
and light-weight, the handle and inner framework are made from high quality fiberglass.  Easy to carry size.  
Rounded corners for safety.  Styles available: Fruit, Rainbow, Space.  
Measures: Diameter : 37" diameter x 30" length

$ 5.90
Kids Umbrella

HHLG6051
for Kids Fruit

HHLG7030
for Kids Space

HHLG6081
for Kids Rainbow

Create your own dozen by mixing & matching any of the umbrella styles (including Dome and Adult’s)

Colorful and delicious fruits made from tiny polka dots 
make this pattern lots of fun for a summertime rainy day.

What’s a rainy day without a rainbow? Flowing rain drops, 
clear puffy clouds, and rainbows are sure to bring a smile 
to little ones on a gloomy rainy day. Pastel colors add a 
sweet sense to the design.

Fly me to the moon will be the feeling little ones will get 
when they walk in the rain with our Space umbrella. 
Rockets, astronauts and shooting stars make this 
umbrella perfect for future space travelers. Colors are 
blue, white and yellow on a clear ground.

v(g42337*QKTKOq(v

φ 37" h30"

fiberglass.

$ 6.50

φ 39" h 32"
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CONTAINER

PTLN2010CB
BLACK & WHITE

PTLN2010BB
BLACK

EVA LIGHT WEIGHT CONTAINER BAG

$22.00
LOT　2 CTN　10
w21.5" d11.5" h19.5"( 11.5")

1.1 lbs / 33.8 oz

EVA  Light-Weight  Container  Bag

PTLN2010CG
GREY & WHITE

PTLN2010CL
LIGHT BLUE & WHITE

・Great alternative to shopping basket

・Sturdy & stable construction

・Extra large capacity

・Perfect for men & women

Mesh Pocket

When you have a lot to carry and don't want to weigh yourself down, grab the EVA 
Container Bag. Made from super light-weight EVA material, this bag is a must have for 
trips to the farmer's market, grocery store, gym, beach, pool & the list goes on and on. 
Neutral, yet stylish, colors make them ideal for both men & women.
Material : EVA

  

WATCH NOW
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Each set comes with 
cover & water bottle

Comfy  Cozy  HOT  Water Bottle
Taking the hot water bottle to the next level...

SHYT2010PK
PINK 

SHYT2020BK
BLACK 

SHYT2010WH
WHITE

SHYT2020EC
PINK 

SHYT2010GY
GREY 

SHYT2010YE
YELLOW

SHYT2020GY
GREY 

Comfy Cozy Hot Water 
Bottle Puff Yellow

$16.00
LOT　2 CTN　24
φ 11" h2.0" / 13.5oz

Comfy Cozy Hot Water 
Bottle Cat

$16.00
LOT　2 CTN　24
w9.5" d1.8" h19.5" / 13.5oz

PUFF

CAT

Use at home or at the office. Relax tight or stressed muscles after a long day. Instantly warm specific areas that tend to get cold 
or chill easily. No outlet required, just hot water. The super soft cover is luxurious to the touch.
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PackageBack Side Material: Boa

Playtime Blanket
Fun for kids of all ages

The Playtime Blanket allows children to use their imagination and create their own 
fantasy world. Each blanket has a different theme world where kids can race cars in the 
village, wander through the forest with their favorite stuffed animal or doll, or make up 
an original game! Material: 100% Polyester

MA P

FOREST

VILLAGE

Super soft &
cuddly!

SHLZ2150
FOREST

SHLZ2160
MAP

SHLZ2170
VILLAGE

PLAY TIME BLANKET 

$12.00
LOT　2 CTN　24
w39"  d27.5"

Fuel up your race car at the gasoline stand and take 
a journey. Stop at the Campground or head to the 
moutains! 

Stop and visit friends, go to the circus, pretend 
you are the Queen or King of the land. Enjoy the 
fun to be had in the Village!

The quiet forest is filled with animals waiting to join in 
your adventure. Camp in the tent and then see where your 
imagination takes you.
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ELEMENTAL CERAMIC   planter

1

2

3

4
5

7 8

6

1

4

7

2

5

8

3

6

CCGH1810BK
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Herringbone
Black

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPKSo(Y
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1810WH
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Herringbone
White

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLKr(w
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1820BK
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Dot Black

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLLo(Y
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1820WH
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Dot White

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLNs(x
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1830BK
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Triangle Black

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLOp(u
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1830WH
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Triangle White

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLQt(y
φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGH1853
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Insects

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPLSn(X
φ 4.92" h4.92"

CCGH1863
Elemental Ceramic
Planter Cactus 

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12v(g42337*QMPMKq(v
φ 4.72" h4.53"

One of the hottest and latest trends is cement. We 
have taken this material and interpreted it into hip 
planters. Each piece done in a naïve or primitive 
geometric pattern has a wonderful textural feel to 
its outside surface. They are purposely designed to 
have this look. They are hand-finished, so no two will 
be alike. Ideal for retail, plant and flower shops. The 
black/white and grey/white color stories make these 
items easy to fit into all decors. Each piece includes a 
pot and saucer.  Planters designed with holes in the 
bottom for easy water drainage.  So, plant directly 
into each piece, add water and lots of love. Great for 
growing your favorite herbs too! Perfect for indoor or 
outdoor use.

CCGZ2011
Elemental Ceramic 
Planter Flower Navy

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12

φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGZ2021
Elemental Ceramic 
Planter Flower Grey

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12

φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGZ2031
Elemental Ceramic 
Planter Forest Green

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12

φ 4.92" h4.72"

CCGZ2041
Elemental Ceramic 
Planter Leaf Brown

$5.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　12

φ 4.92" h4.72"
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VGGN2100BR
BROWN

VGGN2100PU
PURPLE

VGGN2100
CLEAR

VGGN2100YE
YELLOW

VALENCIA  RECYCLED  GLASS
Our stunning Valencia Recycled Glass series is produced in Valencia, Spain.  Independently collected recycled 
glass is separated by color.  Vessels are then crafted to enhance the design, quality, color and recycled nature of the 
glass.  Over 300 individuals and artisans work together at the factory in Valencia, combining traditional and modern 
techniques.  This use of recycled glass is a perfect example of sustainability.  Each piece is crafted in accordance with 
the Kyoto Protocol, which limits greenhouse gasses. 

Valencia Recycled Glass 
Seis
$19.40
Min Qty  2 CTN　1
φ 5.91" h10.83"

Valencia Recycled Glass 
CERO
$5.00
Min Qty  6 CTN　6
φ 3.9" h3.7"

Valencia Recycled Glass 
Cuatro
$32.30
Min Qty  2 CTN　1
φ 5.51" h21.65"

Close-up detail of glass surface

Valencia Recycled Glass 
Siete
$7.50
Min Qty  6 CTN　6
φ 3.54" h6.30"

VGGN1070AM
Amberv(g42337*QMLRTq(v

VGGN1070BL
Bluev(g42337*QMLSKm(W

VGGN1070GR
Greenv(g42337*QMLSLt(y

VGGN1070PU
Purplev(g42337*QMLSMq(v

VGGN1070
Clearv(g42337*QMLRSt(y

VGGN1060
Clearv(g42337*QMLRQp(u

VGGN1060AM
Amberv(g42337*QMLRRm(W

VGGN1040
Clearv(g42337*QMLRMr(w

VGGN1040GR
Greenv(g42337*QMLRNo(Y

Artisans in Valencia, Spain began handcrafting glass bottles and vessels from 100% recycled glass in 1985.  
100% RECYCLED!  from VALENCIA, SPAIN 
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